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A hosted option gives assurance in delivering
a critical application to clients
Overview
Adam Corporate offers company secretarial services to a diverse range of clients.
Their expertise lies primarily in assisting SME’s with governance and compliance;
setting up companies to order and delivering their regulatory requirements as
well as relevant IT solutions. Adam Corporate also provide board support and an
extensive range of business advisory services.

The problem
Adam Corporate needed a solution that enabled them to provide a high quality
compliance service to their broad portfolio of clients. The solution had to provide
security and accuracy as well as flexibility in terms of customised reports and
remote user access.
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Our solution
Selecting Blueprint OneWorld was a simple choice for Adam Corporate. Blueprint
OneWorld’s user-friendly interface and customisation options were key factors.
Additionally, remote 24/7 access for multiple users added flexibility. Blueprint
OneWorld’s reporting functionality also allowed Adam Corporate to customise this
function both for internal use and for their clients.
Adam Corporate chose our hosted option meaning that responsibility for Blueprint
OneWorld performance, maintenance, backup and upgrades rested with us.
Our hosted service meets the highest security standards through our ISAE3402,
ISO27001 and ISO9001 certified data centre.

“Blueprint OneWorld’s hosted option gives us the necessary assurance
in delivering a critical application to our clients.”
Martin Miller, Managing Director, Adam Corporate

The outcome
Since implementation Adam Corporate has gained the added flexibility and
functionality that Blueprint OneWorld has delivered for them. The ability to
remotely access Blueprint OneWorld 24/7 has been a considerable benefit. It is
essential for Adam Corporate to be able to meet the increasing governance and
compliance challenges in as effective and efficient manner as possible.
Alongside Adam Corporate, we are keen to explore further customisations to
develop Blueprint OneWorld to improve its functionality. We want to form longlasting partnerships with our clients so we can evolve with Adam Corporate as
their needs change.
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